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Abstract
This article examines the migration of a Soviet agitational theatrical form from 

Russia to the United States in the 1920s and 1930s. The Soviet living newspaper, 
or zhivaia gazeta, began during the Russian Civil War as a method to act out a 
pro-Soviet version of the news for mainly illiterate Red Army soldiers. During the 
1920s, it evolved into an experimental form of agitprop theater that attracted the 
interest of foreigners, who hoped to develop new methods of political theater in their 
own countries. In the United States, the living newspaper format was fi rst adopted 
by American communist circles. Eventually, the depression-era arts program, the 
Federal Theatre Project (FTP), incorporated an expanded and altered version as part 
of its many offerings. Living newspapers eventually became one of the FTP’s most 
celebrated and criticized performance genres. The political content of American 
living newspapers was a major factor in the government’s elimination of the FTP 
in 1939.
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When the United States’ only federally supported theater program opened in 
1935, it incorporated a novel kind of theatrical event called a living newspaper. 
Composed in part by newsmen and designed as a topical exposé, the living news-
paper was the most controversial part of the Federal Theatre Project (FTP), one of 
the Depression-era programs to fund the arts. The director of the project, Hallie 
Flanagan, underscored the native American pedigree of this genre: “Although it 
has occasional reference to the Volksbühne and Blue Blouses, to Bragaglia and 
Meyerhold and Eisenstein, it’s as American as Walt Disney, the March of Time, and 
the Congressional Record.”1 Many American historians have concurred with this 
judgment, deeming the living newspaper an original American art form.2 

However as Flanagan herself knew, the name and the inspiration for this theatri-
cal style came from the Soviet Union. In her list of references, three were Soviet—
the Blue Blouses, the theater director Vsevolod Meyerhold, and the theater and fi lm 
director Sergei Eisenstein. On trips she took to the Soviet Union in 1926 and 1930, 
Flanagan had encountered the Blue Blouse Theater, the best-known performer of 
Soviet living newspapers.3 The Soviet heritage of living newspapers haunted this 
form and contributed to the demise of the Federal Theatre Project in 1939.4  

Flanagan was one of many American travelers to the Soviet Union in the 1920s 
and 1930s who were inspired by what they saw as novel solutions to economic 
problems and the government’s generous support for the arts. Two other innovators 
in the Federal Theatre Project, Elmer Rice, the head of the Northeastern Division, 
and Joseph Losey, one of the fi rst directors of living newspapers in New York, had 
also been to the Soviet Union.5 Western travelers’ often naïve and misguided impres-
sions of Soviet life has been the subject of considerable scholarship.6 Nonetheless, 
as Michael David-Fox has argued, their trips “must be regarded as one of the most 
consequential cross-cultural encounters of the twentieth century” with important 
consequences for both the Soviet Union and the United States.7 

Although living newspapers changed signifi cantly once they migrated to 
America, they shared crucial elements with their Soviet predecessors: they ad-
dressed vital contemporary events; they integrated fi lmic techniques, including slide 
shows, music, and sometimes fi lm clips; and they employed a disjointed, episodic 
style of presentation. In addition, they avoided the conventions of the traditional 
proscenium stage and made use of stereotyped characters instead of fi gures with 
psychological depth. Both the American and Soviet versions delivered explicitly 
political messages through modernist forms. They also claimed a direct relationship 
to state power, in the Soviet case usually as an advocate and in the United States 
sometimes as a critic.  
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It might be argued that the Federal Theatre Project’s embrace of living news-
papers serves as yet another example of the fealty of American leftists to the Soviet 
Union during what Harvey Klehr has called the “heyday of American Communism.”8  
The opening of Soviet archives in recent years has renewed discussions about the 
American Communist Party’s relationship to Moscow.9 Several key leaders of the 
living newspaper division, including the director, Morris Watson, were either Com-
munist Party members or very close fellow travelers. Initial proposals for living 
newspaper topics, developed under Elmer Rice, included issues close to the heart 
of the American party, including sharecropping and segregation in the South.10 Yet 
such an interpretation overlooks a crucial problem in timing: living newspapers 
were only integrated into the Federal Theatre Project after this genre had fallen into 
disgrace in its homeland. By the early 1930s, living newspapers came under attack 
in the Soviet Union as conduits for decadent foreign ideas. American instigators 
could hardly have been following orders from Moscow.

I argue that the attraction of Soviet living newspapers stemmed not from their 
communist origins, at least not for all who adopted this form. Instead it was the 
broader appeal of early Soviet artistic experiments, the promise of cultural products 
that were inventive, popular, widely available, and politically relevant. To use a 
slogan of Soviet constructivists, artists under the new communist regime attempted 
to bring “art into life,” questioning standard theatrical techniques, the function of 
visual art, the conventions of architecture, and the narrative fi lm genre.11 These ex-
periments drew attention far beyond the communist left, appealing to artists from 
around the world who were struggling to fi nd a new relevance for artistic creation 
in the postwar and Depression eras.12 

Now that the Cold War is over and the Soviet Union no longer exists, we have 
an opportunity to reconsider Soviet infl uence in the United States. Following the 
lead of scholars like David Engerman, I use both Russian and American sources to 
examine how Americans understood—and misunderstood—Soviet achievements.13 
This article examines the trans-Atlantic journey of living newspapers from Soviet 
venues, through the American Communist Party (CPUSA), and onto Broadway 
stages. They are an excellent example of an “Atlantic crossing,” to use Daniel Rod-
gers’s phrase.14 “Perception, misperception, translation, transformation, cooptation, 
preemption, and contestation were all intrinsic to [this process].”15 For American 
practitioners, living newspapers were tools to bring politically engaged theater to 
new audiences. Their didacticism was one of their strengths; their use of inventive 
staging techniques was an important method to confront the challenge of new media 
in a world where fi lm was usurping all kinds of staged performances, from theater 
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to vaudeville. Tracing their evolution in the United States shows not only Soviet 
artistic infl uence in depression America, an infl uence that reached far beyond narrow 
communist circles; it also reveals how Americans altered foreign models, imbuing 
them with unique formal elements and new political content.  

Despite the considerable changes Americans made to living newspapers, this 
genre was hounded by the charge of communist infl uence. In 1938, the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities (HUAC), which would gain great renown in the late 
1940s and early 1950s, opened hearings on the Federal Theatre Project. Along with 
complaints of fi scal malfeasance, conservative congressmen who controlled HUAC 
insisted that this program favored communist employees and promoted communist 
ideas. In an eerie foreshadowing of the late twentieth century debates around the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts, congressmen in the 1930s questioned if the government 
should pay for artists to criticize American institutions and customs. Living newspa-
pers were easy targets. Not only did they address controversial issues—slum housing, 
unionization, public ownership of utilities—they were also extremely dependent on 
government fi nancing. Once federal support ended, the American living newspaper 
ended as well. The rapid demise of this experimental political theater reveals both the 
promise and the limitations of America’s fi rst central effort to support the arts. 

The Soviet Living Newspaper
What were the origins of this theatrical form that inspired such controversy? 

The Soviet living newspaper (zhivaia gazeta) was an eclectic mix, part broadsheet, 
part music hall, and part political rally. It took shape during the Russian Civil War, 
fought between the Bolsheviks and a broad coalition of opponents of the new 
regime. Along with mock trials, pageants, and puppet shows, it was one of many 
forms of agitprop theater that the government used to present political messages in 
the context of staged performances.16 Front-line traveling theatrical troupes on the 
Bolshevik side began acting out the news for their largely illiterate soldier audiences. 
They composed short sketches that roughly followed the structure of a newspaper, 
incorporating local, national, and international news. The method continued after the 
Bolshevik victory when the Soviet government accepted a mixed economic system 
called the New Economic Policy. State-sponsored entertainment had to compete with 
imported fi lms, nightclubs, and a thriving industry of lowbrow literature. Proregime 
artists saw living newspapers, in an expanded and revised form, as a way to combat 
these remnants of capitalist culture.17 
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In the early 1920s, the Moscow School of Journalism began its own living 
newspaper troupe called Blue Blouse (Siniaia bluza), named after the simple workers’ 
shirts that performers wore. Blue Blouse developed a basic format for performances 
that was widely copied around the country, presenting the news of the day in a mix 
of satirical songs, skits, dances, and pantomimes. Typically performances began 
with a parade of the “headlines,” followed by from eight to fi fteen short sketches 
on a wide variety of topics ranging from international affairs to complaints about 
local factory management.18 The actors carried exaggerated props to identify the role 
they were performing—a top hat for a capitalist or a large red pencil for a bureau-
crat. Since the troupe did not need sophisticated stages or lighting, it could perform 
almost anywhere, including cafeterias, clubs, and outdoor settings. A carnival-style 
barker, often called a “loud speaker” (rupor), tied the separate performance pieces 
together. 

The Soviets did not invent the idea of acting out the news. We can fi nd this kind 
of mocking investigation of political life in British music halls, American vaudeville, 
and the skits incorporated into central European cabaret. The Italian futurist Marinetti 
espoused dramatizing nontheatrical events, using the methods of variety theater.19 
Left-leaning dramatic innovators in the 1920s came up with their own approaches to 
political theater, which included short sketches focusing on world historical events. 
The Viennese director Jacob Moreno had developed what he called a Theater of 
Spontaneity (Stegreiftheater) already in 1922, before the Soviet Blue Blouse troupe 
took shape. He encouraged actors to improvise on the day’s news as a starting point 
for any performance.20 The German communist director, Erwin Piscator, put together 
what he called a Red Theater Review to mark the German elections in 1924.21 Still, 
none of these efforts used the name living newspaper, which was tied to Soviet-style 
political theater until the 1930s. They also did not use a format that tried to re-create 
the structural format of a newspaper, with headlines, international news, local news, 
and letters to the editor all acted out onstage.  Perhaps most important, these similar 
efforts were not directly supported by the central state.

In the mid-1920s, the Moscow Blue Blouse was incorporated into the cul-
tural division of the central Moscow trade union organization. From this point on 
it functioned as a professional performance troupe, giving participants full-time 
work as cultural agitators. With funds from the trade union bureaucracy, it started 
its own journal, Blue Blouse, which published scripts, musical scores, and advice 
about staging. The success of this highly visible, professional, living newspaper 
troupe sparked emulation among local clubs and factories. Soon there were ama-
teur groups throughout Moscow and eventually throughout the Soviet Union. Their 
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homemade sketches, often adapted from published scripts, not only commented on 
international and national news; they also poked fun at local factory administrators 
and bureaucrats.22

Like printed newspapers, the theatricized version focused on contemporary 
life. “Our task,” read one Blue Blouse manifesto, “is to transform the dry language 
of newspaper articles, resolutions, and Party directives into clear, vivid language 
understandable to the broad masses.”23 Their overtly didactic purpose is apparent even 
in the titles of Blue Blouse sketches: “Don’t Be Stupid, Go to the Club,” “Women 
Workers and the New Life Style,” and “An Evening on Monetary Reform.”24  They 
presented a world neatly divided between the old and the new, the capitalist and 
communist, the good and the bad. Evil foreigners, fascists, and home-grown capi-
talist sympathizers always lost in a battle of wits against the heroes and heroines 
of the new state.25

With their episodic structure and non-naturalistic staging, living newspapers 
had clear links to the modernist theatrical experiments underway in the Soviet Union 
in the 1920s. The best-known practitioner was Vsevolod Meyerhold, who criticized 
the realistic methods of his former teacher, Konstantin Stanislavskii. Meyerhold 
rejected traditional sets, costumes, and psychologically rich characters who allowed 
the audience to empathize with the events on stage. Many directors of amateur living 
newspaper groups attended one of Meyerhold’s workshops specifi cally designed 
to train directors for club theaters.26 The journal Blue Blouse published aesthetic 
manifestos that strongly evoke Meyerhold’s critique of illusionist theater: “Blue 
Blouse categorically rejects any decorative and realistic set designs. There will be 
no birch trees or little brooks . . . [Blue Blouse] is not a photograph, but rather a 
construction site.”27 Like Meyerhold and his famous student, Eisenstein, the creators 
of living newspapers integrated a variety of formal techniques and media, from 
circus routines to slide shows. 

Unlike conventional theatrical performances, most living newspapers were 
staged without a constructed set. At most, performers had tables and chairs at their 
disposal. To get their messages across to audiences, they used exaggerated props, 
very simple costumes, and a variety of posters, fl ags, and slides. A photograph il-
lustrating the skit “Don’t Be Stupid, Go to the Club,” for example, contrasted a vital 
young worker in his cap and work shirt with a variety of club enemies, including 
dissolute-looking drunkards and priests, recognizable by large bottles and crosses. 
Performers also employed acrobatic skills—somersaults, cartwheels, and pyramids—
to hold audience interest and demonstrate the physical prowess of the new, young 
Soviet citizenry.28 
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The professional Blue Blouse troupe in Moscow attracted the writing skills 
of some of the country’s best-known avant-garde authors, including Sergei Tretia-
kov and Vladimir Maiakovskii. The genre’s integration of actual documents, such 
as offi cial proclamations and newspaper texts, won the interest of a segment of 
the leftist avant-garde called “factographers,” who advocated the use of concrete 
details from daily life as the basis for a new and utilitarian artistic form that they 
called a “literature of fact.”29 Although the factographers were primarily interested 
in literature, their journal, New Left (Novyi lef), explicitly endorsed the methods of 
living newspapers.30

Living newspapers tried to reach audiences through satirical humor. Actors 
made the enemies of the new regime ridiculous by portraying them as buffoons. 
Even when scripts addressed very serious topics, such as the celebration of the Oc-
tober Revolution, they included benighted characters made foolish by their skewed 
interpretations of political events.31 The living newspaper’s reliance on satire made 
this form a focus of criticism in the aesthetic debates that rocked the Soviet cultural 
world during the 1920s. Some proletarian audience members charged that living 
newspapers made light of the revolution. “Does anything remain in workers’ heads 
but laughter after a Blue Blouse performance,” asked one trade union leader in a 
censorious tone.32 Living newspapers were not really a new form, charged another 
critic, but rather a renamed cabaret that appealed mainly to the new Soviet bourgeoi-
sie.33 Others objected to their repeated use of stereotypes, such as the Komsomol 
girl, the capitalist, and the bureaucrat, at the expense of identifi able individuals. 
They called for more complicated characters, and especially for more persuasive 
heroes.34 Such criticisms refl ected the views of the politicians and critics who were 
beginning to lay the groundwork for the simpler, more celebratory story lines that 
would eventually evolve into the Stalinist aesthetic of socialist realism. 

The Soviet living newspaper was a strange combination of political and artistic 
forms. It combined modernist experimentation with elements from the fairground, 
and offi cial political speech with satirical limericks. Although they always presented 
simple, uncompromising messages from the single-party state, these segments could 
be undercut by other skits where state offi cials were fi gures of fun, or humorous 
songs where offi cial language was openly ridiculed. Viewers were left to make their 
own meaning from the fragments. The contradictory nature of Blue Blouse skits, 
their ability to praise and mock simultaneously, made them potentially dangerous.

Because of their inventive form and openly political messages, the living 
newspapers offered visitors to the Soviet Union a fascinating example of new Soviet 
art. For American communists, especially those who knew Russian, they were an 
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attractive technique to deliver political messages in a palatable form. Joseph Free-
man, founder of the communist cultural journal, New Masses, was fascinated by their 
ability to make national and international news appealing to a proletarian audience. 
Another commentator writing from Moscow in 1932 enthused about the Blue Blouse 
theater’s ability “to dramatize current events with little scenery or decoration and 
to produce short skits with plenty of political humor.” 35  

By contrast, theater experts were most impressed by the inventive staging tech-
niques employed in living newspapers. In a short feature published in 1926 in the 
premier American theater journal, Theatre Arts Monthly, an unnamed author found 
elements of medieval guild plays, Italian commedia dell’arte, and a music-hall style 
revue in Blue Blouse performances.36 On her two trips to the Soviet Union, Hallie 
Flanagan singled out living newspapers as a particularly vibrant and innovative 
method to do away with unneeded artifi ce and make do with less: 

The Blue Blouses, powerful, lithe, vibrant, acting with the precision of 
machines and the zeal of those who spread a faith, are ready for a new art 
form as well as for a new life form. . . . They need no curtain to separate 
them from the audience for they have no illusion to maintain. They never 
pretend to be imagined characters, they remain members of the society 
which they illustrate upon the stage. They need no painted background and 
no decoration, for prettiness does not count here, nor is beauty something 
added on. Beauty is the idea expressed clearly and boldly in the rigging, a 
battalion of soldiers, a commonwealth of farm and factory hands all linked 
in a comradeship of work.37 

When Flanagan published this enthusiastic review in early 1930, living news-
papers were already losing their place as the most common form of agitprop theater 
in the Soviet Union. In the years of the Stalinist industrialization drive from 1928 to 
1932, when the country went through the social upheaval of rapid industrialization 
and the forced collectivization of agriculture, a simpler form of political theater 
emerged called the “agitprop brigade.” Abandoning a multistructured format, scripts 
addressed a single issue. Performances were designed to provoke direct action from 
the audience, not to provide viewing pleasure. During the course of the performance, 
actors challenged viewers to give money for industrialization or vote to form a 
collective farm. They might not be allowed to leave until they had complied.38 The 
practitioners of this militant style denounced Blue Blouse practices as frivolous 
because of their emphasis on humor, slow because of the need for rehearsals, and 
“bourgeois” because of their modernist style. 
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All offi cial support for living newspapers ended in 1932, when the Soviet 
government summarily shut down most cultural organizations that claimed special 
ties to the proletariat. Instead, state cultural agencies began to foster art forms that 
would appeal beyond the urban working class. In addition, the Stalinist cultural 
bureaucracy turned against forms of cultural expression that it considered to be 
modernist or avant-garde. Cultural offi cials painted these forms with the brush of 
Western infl uence, charging that they appealed only to the decadent tastes of the 
dying bourgeois class. Instead, the government began to formulate the principles 
of socialist realism, art that would have recognizable heroes, simpler story lines, 
and clear communist values. Living newspapers, with their stereotypical characters, 
their disjointed form, and their emphasis on satire, did not fi t the emerging aesthetic 
standards. By the conclusion of the Stalinist industrialization drive in 1932, Soviet 
critics were using the term “Blue Blouseism” as an insult.39 In the following year, the 
Moscow Blue Blouse Theater was shut down. Although it took more time to get the 
news to communist theater circles abroad, the cultural agencies of the Communist 
International, responsible for exporting Soviet-style communism, began to spread 
the message that living newspapers were politically and culturally passé.40  

American Blue Blouses
Just as living newspapers were coming under greater political scrutiny in the 

Soviet Union, they began to gain a small following in the United States. The kind 
of cultural work that was so typical of the Soviet Communist Party and the Soviet 
state in general—using the graphic arts, theater, music, and fi lm to educate the 
population in communist ideas—initially had little place in the CPUSA’s work. This 
narrow political focus began to change with the arrival of the journal New Masses, 
fi rst published in 1926. It became the cultural voice of the American Communist 
Party. On the eve of the stock market crash, New Masses helped to launch a new 
kind of institution affi liated with the Communist Party called John Reed clubs, 
named after the American communist writer and activist.41 These cultural centers 
were inspired by both Soviet and American models. On the one hand, they were the 
CPUSA’s version of Soviet workers’ clubs, which aimed to nurture new artistic talent 
from the lower classes and offer politically correct forms of entertainment. On the 
other hand, they continued efforts by American Settlement Houses and community 
organizations to provide meaningful cultural activities for poor and working-class 
neighborhoods.42  
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When drama groups took shape in John Reed clubs, they usually abandoned the 
standard repertoire of workers’ theaters and Settlement House stages, which offered 
amateur versions of the theatrical classics.43 Instead, they produced skits and short 
plays designed to inform and activate viewers, taking their performances to meet-
ings and demonstrations. In New York, for example, a John Reed club sponsored a 
political pageant in honor of Lenin. A Chicago club quickly opened a mobile theater 
group that performed original work. In Detroit the John Reed Club sponsored the 
city’s fi rst English-language workers’ theater.44

Another separate but related pathway for communist cultural work was through 
the American branch of the Communist International, or Comintern. In the mid 
1920s, a sector of the Comintern known as Workers’ International Relief (WIR) 
began making inroads in the United States. This was the U.S. branch of the Com-
intern’s cultural agency, Mezhrabpom (Mezhdunarodnaia rabochaia pomoshch’).45 
Founded to alleviate devastating economic conditions in the Soviet Union after 
the Russian Civil War, it quickly expanded to support a wide range of magazines, 
cultural societies, and outreach programs that tried to solicit support for the new 
nation outside the narrow sphere of the political left.46  As in other countries, WIR 
advocates in the United States underscored the centrality of cultural activities as a 
method to attract Americans to communism. “Our cultural groups actively serve the 
class war,” read one WIR announcement.47 

As WIR moved into the arts, members became interested in theater as a method 
of outreach and education. The Workers’ Laboratory Theatre (WLT) was one of the 
fi rst of these new stages. It was affi liated with New York’s WIR, which provided the 
new group rehearsal space and found bookings at strike sites and labor organization 
events. The WLT adopted forms of agitprop theater then popular in the Soviet Union. 
Like their Soviet prototypes, WLT members devised their own scripts advocating 
social activism. They performed on the streets, often in the midst of confl ict, for 
example blocking efforts to evict impoverished workers from their apartments.48

In 1931, the Workers’ Laboratory Theatre began to publish a mimeographed 
bulletin called Worker’s Theatre, which soon incorporated John Reed club theaters 
as well. This journal became a conduit for theatrical ideas coming from the Soviet 
Union. The Moscow Blue Blouse organization sent guidelines for American groups 
interested in its techniques. The aim of a Blue Blouse performance, wrote the 
Moscow leaders, was “to give to the worker-spectator in a convincing, entertaining 
theatrical performance, a clear-cut political show, picturing the need of the present 
day, organizing for the struggle, and picturing the structure of our socialist society. 
To meet this requirement we developed the method of starting a newspaper, i.e., 
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‘the Living Newspaper.’” The Moscow group stressed the need for simple props, 
costumes, and makeup, so that performers could easily move from place to place. 
They also underscored the multimedia elements of a typical Blue Blouse perfor-
mance, integrating poetry, skits, songs, and dances.49 

As American workers’ theaters began to spread, a number of groups began 
calling themselves “Blue Blouse troupes.”  While making claim to a Soviet heritage, 
American circles were already alterations of the Soviet original. For Soviet prac-
titioners, Blue Blouse was synonymous with the living newspaper, a multimedia, 
multipart event that offered commentary on international, national, and local events. 
For American leftists, Blue Blouse was one of many names given to agitprop theater 
in general—a fl exible, mobile theatrical form that was intended as a teaching tool to 
educate and organize audiences. Very few American Blue Blouse or agitprop circles 
described their work as “living newspapers.”50 Instead they produced short skits on 
a single issue, akin to the methods of the Soviet agitprop brigade. 

American Blue Blouse groups were fi rst and foremost mobile, taking their 
performances to strike sites and meetings. As one member of the WLT chided a 
critic, “He does not know the difference between a traveling blue blouse theatre and 
a permanent theatre.”51 To facilitate movement, and to distinguish their work from 
conventional “bourgeois” theater, they rejected fi xed sets and elaborate costumes. 
The Los Angeles Blue Blouse group took their name quite literally and adopted 
blue jeans and blue work shirts as their distinguishing mark; simple props, like a 
top hat for the capitalist and a cloak for the Salvation Army maid, were all they 
used to distinguish their characters.52 “There is no more room in Workers Theatres 
for complicated stage settings, costumes, make-up and other relics from the profes-
sional stage,” determined the Workers’ Dramatic Council of New York in 1931.53 
Some conventional workers’ stages, which had formerly focused on staged plays, 
followed this advice and transformed their performance style. The drama circle of 
the Hungarian club Elore, for example, formed what they called a theatrical “shock 
brigade” that performed in Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, and Maryland 
to raise money for the Hungarian-language communist newspaper.54

Like their Soviet namesakes, American agitprop troupes focused on contem-
porary events, using their works as political commentary. They composed works on 
the Harlan County miners’ strike of 1931–32 and the achievements of the First Five 
Year Plan in the Soviet Union. The Chicago Blue Blouses, started at the beginning 
of 1931, devoted themselves to skits and mass recitations at political meetings and 
celebrations. At a Fourth of July celebration in 1931 they performed a short piece on 
the Scottsboro case, a cause célèbre among American communists.55 During the 1932 
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election campaign, the CPUSA called directly to agitprop groups to elucidate the 
party platform, which included support to the unemployed and easing tensions with 
the Soviet Union. “This invitation represents a great task and a great opportunity,” 
wrote the editors of Workers Theatre. “We have a chance now to reach hundreds of 
thousands of workers who have never heard of our work, and to demonstrate the 
real value of agitprop groups in rallying new masses of workers behind the program 
of workers’ struggle.”56 

Communist agitational theater groups also endorsed the nonrealistic acting 
styles popular in the Soviet Blue Blouse and other agitprop circles. The editors of 
Workers Theatre were passionate advocates of a pared-down, mobile theater. John 
Bonn, the leader of the German-language Prolet-Buehne (Proletarian Stage) in 
New York and leader of a coalition of communist theater groups, wanted all leftist 
theater circles in the United States to abandon conventional repertoire and acting 
techniques. “The problem of the American Workers Theatre is not the working out 
of the relationship between content and form, not the handling of style and technique 
of play-directing, but: how to best obtain the political education and activisation 
[sic] of the groups. This is the only basis for our style and technique. That means: 
a decided and rapid turn to the Agitprop method.”57 

For American communists, agitprop theater was a smart political choice. 
Worker actors did not have time to learn the speech and gestures of those in other 
social groups, wrote Sidney Bell of the Workers’ Laboratory Theatre. Moreover, 
the time needed to develop realistic details could detract from the political message 
of the work. A realistic strike drama, he continued, would set the scene by showing 
workers telling jokes and swapping stories. “But in all this dialogue there is very 
little propaganda. . . . If we had thrown realism out of the window we could have 
had one of the workers tell the rest the necessity for the strike and the position of 
the union.”58 

American advocates of agitprop saw it as an effective and inexpensive way 
to inspire audiences to action. This was a “technique of poverty,” asserted the left-
wing playwright Michael Blankfort in New Masses.59 Nonetheless, it had a unique 
ability to energize viewers. “When the . . . Agitprop players appeared, a wave of 
revolutionary enthusiasm, of militant spirit, of proletarian discipline swept over us,” 
one director bragged. “We experienced an act of class struggle—and not a theatre 
act.”60 Another agitprop circle claimed a measurable success from their performance; 
as a result of a skit on the condition of veterans, twenty-six new members signed 
up for the Ex-Servicemen’s League.61
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Looking for ways to attract a broader audience, American agitprop groups turned 
to popular culture for inspiration. The Solidarity Players of Roxbury Massachusetts 
said their aim was to create a “synthesis of the American vaudeville and Soviet Blue 
Blouse technique.”62 The Workers Laboratory Theatre developed a method called 
“the political side show,” where players used methods honed by carnival barkers 
and circus showmen to attract viewers to a performance. At one outdoor celebration 
in the summer of 1932, viewers were invited into a tent to see a variety of “freaks,” 
including the world’s fattest man—a spoof on Herbert Hoover—and the Bearded 
Ladies—a caricature of the Daughters of the American Revolution.63  

When the cultural agencies of the Comintern began to spread the message 
that living newspapers were politically and culturally passé, American Blue Blouse 
groups went into a decline. Members of the CPUSA became aware of the shift toward 
socialist realism taking place in the Soviet Union and began to emphasize the need 
for higher quality, more sophisticated acting techniques, and the development of 
professional drama groups. Once the Comintern adopted its new political strategy of 
the Popular Front, simple agitprop forms suffered another blow. National communist 
parties were now expected to reach out beyond their traditional bases of support, 
attracting new blood to a broad coalition of antifascist forces.64 Agitprop theater, 
which was best at activating a like-thinking audience, was not a good medium for 
this new message. 

However, the fi nal nail in the coffi n of American Blue Blouse groups came 
with the formation of the Federal Theatre Project in 1935. This experiment in pub-
licly funded theater at a time of great economic hardship drew off many former 
activists from worker theater circles.  It also attracted broad audiences, many new 
to the theater, with its high quality, inexpensive performances. This caused a sharp 
decline in all theater groups that aimed their work at the lower classes.65 But while 
the FTP helped to kill off one offspring of the Soviet living newspaper, it gave birth 
to another. 

Living Newspapers in the Federal Theatre Project
Hallie Flanagan was a direct link between communist-style agitprop theatre 

and the Federal Theatre Project. Her trips to the Soviet Union inspired her to at-
tempt politically charged theatrical works back home. After seeing plays on Soviet 
collectivization at a Moscow festival in 1930, she confi ded to her diary: “Imagine 
any actors in America being passionately interested in tractors! Imagine a play on 
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farm relief! An audience listening!”66 In this enthusiastic outburst, it is tempting 
to see the origins of Triple-A Plowed Under, the Federal Theatre Project’s living 
newspaper on farm relief that fi rst premiered in 1936.

Because of her interest in new theatrical forms, especially those addressing 
contemporary themes, she avidly followed the development of American workers’ 
theater. While researching an article for Theatre Arts Monthly, Flanagan viewed a 
presentation of American agitprop theater while attending the fi rst meeting of the 
New-York-based Workers’ Cultural League in 1931.  She found the performance 
“rather childish,” but still discovered traces of the performance style that had fas-
cinated her in the Soviet Union: 

The only example of workers’ drama given at the conference was a skit which 
seemed a combination of American vaudeville and Russian Blue Blouse 
technique. A score of workers marched up the aisle singing, and argued with 
another worker whose silk topper and over-refi ned accent proclaimed him to 
be a capitalist. Their confl ict was over the purpose of drama, the capitalist 
insisting that art was an expression of man’s craving for beauty, while the 
workers insisted that art was a weapon in man’s struggle for justice; to 
the apparent delight of the audience, the workers overcame the capitalist, 
argumentatively and physically.67 

As head of the Vassar Experimental Theatre, which she turned into a nation-
ally known site for theatrical innovation, Flanagan had considerable freedom to try 
new methods. In 1931, she and a former Vassar student, Margaret Clifford, wrote 
an experimental play called Can You Hear Their Voices, based on a short story by 
then communist, Whittaker Chambers.68 It examined the devastating drought then 
sweeping the southern United States from several different points of view. The Vas-
sar production used projected slides at intervals in the play to present statistics on 
the drought. One of the opening slides served as a kind of bibliography, informing 
the audience that they were about to see “A Play of our time, based on a story by 
Whittaker Chambers . . . also on material appearing in the Congressional Record, 
Time, The Literary Digest, The New Republic, The Nation, The Christian Century, 
and The New York Times. Every episode in the play is factual.”69 In parts of the 
play, radio announcements served as a narrative element, moving the action along. 
Flanagan later claimed this work as a direct precursor of the Federal Theatre’s liv-
ing newspapers.70 

A 1933 work written by Flanagan and another Vassar student, Mary St. John, 
also shows traces of the living newspaper style. Divided into twenty-fi ve brief scenes, 
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The American Plan contrasted the effects of the Depression on a wealthy industrialist 
and a number of his workers. “[It] takes place on a construction which suggests now 
the various aspects of the city itself; now the offi ce or penthouse of Mr. Black, head 
of Black and White Foodstuffs, Incorporated; now certain less pretentious homes 
of people whose fortunes are interwoven with that of the B&W company,” read the 
stage instructions. The work divided Depression America into two camps of rich 
and poor. To underscore the contrast, the play ended with alternating segments of 
“The Star-Spangled Banner” and the “International.”71 

In the summer of 1935, Flanagan was named director of the newly organized 
Federal Theatre Project. Designed as an effort to give employment to all theater 
workers hard hit by the Depression, from actors to costume designers, it became an 
ambitious national program intent on bringing live theater to almost all parts of the 
country. It built on preexisting relief programs in areas where there were signifi cant 
numbers of unemployed theater workers and dark theaters, primarily New York. Then 
it expanded to New England, the South, the Midwest, the Northwest, and parts of 
the Southwest. At its highpoint, the project sponsored theaters in twenty-two states 
and sent touring troupes and supplies all over the country.72 The Federal Theatre 
even played in Peoria. It sponsored low cost or free performances of conventional 
plays, experimental works, children’s theater, musicals, vaudeville, and the circus. 
It encouraged foreign-language plays in urban centers and was also an important 
backer of African American stages.73 

From the outset, Flanagan was determined to have at least part of the program 
dedicated to dramatizing current events.74 Playwrights were deeply interested in 
writing about economic and social life, she claimed; moreover, “since the Federal 
Theatre is itself the result of an economic situation, it is an appropriate producing 
agency for plays of contemporary life.”75 Although the FTP did put on convention-
ally structured works about social problems, including a simultaneous national run 
of Upton Sinclair’s It Can’t Happen Here, Flanagan’s preferred method of social 
investigation was the American living newspaper. 

Flanagan was drawn to living newspapers because of their incorporation of 
facts and documents, elements she believed made them more relevant to viewers. 
She saw the attraction of documents everywhere during the Depression—in the 
increase of newspaper circulation, the appeal of newsreels, the attraction of the 
March of Time.76 For Flanagan, living newspapers were cut from the same cloth 
as documentary fi lms, photo essay collections, WPA travel guides, and novels like 
John Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath. The cultural historian William Stott has credited 
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Flanagan with being one of the fi rst people to write about the documentary impulse 
in American art during the 1930s.77 

The program got off to a rocky start in early 1936 with Ethiopia, which exam-
ined the Italian invasion of that African nation. The performance was cut up into 
fourteen short scenes alternating between Addis Ababa and various world capitals 
where diplomats struggled to explain and interpret the Italian invasion. The dialogue 
consisted of excerpts from actual speeches by world leaders, from the king of Ethio-
pia, Hailie Selassie, to the Italian dictator, Benito Mussolini.78 But this fact-laden 
performance did not get past its fi nal dress rehearsal. Worried that the portrayal of 
foreign leaders by a government-sponsored theater could interfere with international 
diplomacy, State Department offi cials ruled that no living newspaper could portray 
a sitting foreign leader or cabinet member.79 

After this direct intervention by the government, living newspapers stuck to 
domestic themes. Triple-A Plowed Under examined the rural agricultural crisis and 
the battle between the Roosevelt administration and the Supreme Court over pos-
sible solutions. Injunction Granted traced the evolution of unionization, including 
the newly passed Wagner Act that protected collective bargaining rights. Power 
examined public ownership of utilities and the disputed legality of one of the biggest 
New Deal employment projects, the Tennessee Valley Authority. The only nationally 
distributed work to emerge outside of New York was a drama on syphilis, Spirochete, 
which endorsed state-mandated blood tests as a way to screen for the disease. One 
Third of a Nation, the title taken directly from a Roosevelt speech, investigated the 
housing crisis and chronicled debates over federal housing aid. 

Flanagan’s decision to institute living newspapers in the FTP was in part a 
practical one; they posed no direct competition to commercial theaters and had the 
capacity to put large numbers of actors and stage-hands back to work, the main 
purpose of government art programs. Moreover, they did not depend on big-name 
stars, who were less likely to be unemployed than lesser-known character actors. 
However, Flanagan’s support had an aesthetic component as well. She saw living 
newspapers as way to facilitate innovation on the stage, and she consistently singled 
out this form as the FTP’s most original contribution. As her correspondence indi-
cates, she was more directly involved in the writing, staging, and performance of 
living newspapers than in any other aspect of the project, fi ghting with the writers 
and directors over subject matter, wording, and staging techniques.80 It was her 
preferred method to bring art into life.

The Living Newspaper Division of the Federal Theatre Project was located in 
New York City, the theater capital of the United States. Unique to this genre was its 
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large staff of writers and researchers. At its high point, the Living Newspaper Divi-
sion engaged some sixty-fi ve people.81 They assembled clipping fi les and literature 
summaries on a wide range of topics, including war, insurance, health care, hous-
ing, youth, and race relations. After the fi rst experiments in collective writing, one 
author, Arthur Arent, took responsibility for the fi nal product. 

When a specifi c theme was chosen as the focus of a performance, the team 
did additional research. The division even submitted drafts of the scripts to law-
yers, who guarded against potential charges of libel.82 It was an extremely labor 
intensive process. One example, documented in the division’s “how-to” primer, 
examined work on Triple-A. How would the devastating drought best be brought to 
the stage? Researchers compiled clipping fi les from newspapers and government 
records. But instead of plying the audience with masses of information, the writers 
chose a simpler solution: “The result was a scene in which the travelers parted and a 
farmer, scooping up dried soil from the ground, uttered the one tragic and pregnant 
word: ‘Dust!’”83

Regional theaters were at a disadvantage compared to the New York offi ce 
because they did not have the same extensive research staff. Still, many plans were 
made for regional living newspapers that would reveal the nation’s geographic di-
versity. In the Southwest, directors prepared a script on land rights called Spanish 
Grant. In the Northwest, Flax examined the unique agriculture conditions of the 
Willamette Valley. Dirt documented the loss of topsoil in Iowa. Sugar looked at ag-
ricultural practices in Colorado. The Seattle project prepared Timber, on the destruc-
tion of old-growth forests.84 All these works were in the spirit of WPA guidebooks, 
celebrating the peculiarities of local history.85 However, only a handful reached the 
stage before the project was shut down in 1939.

Using a wide range of sources, living newspapers offered audiences confl icting 
perspectives, theoretically giving viewers a chance to make up their own minds. The 
farmer opposed the banker; the consumer went head to head with the producer. Their 
utterances on stage were often direct quotations from daily newspapers, checked and 
rechecked for their accuracy. “Authenticity should be the guiding principle in Living 
Newspaper production, “ according to guidelines from the New York offi ce. “Let it 
be kept in mind that some of the most fascinating and also dramatic statements are 
to be found in the daily columns of the press. Assemble a wide, fi rm foundation of 
factual material and upon this can best be built the architecture of good theatre.”86 

Although they offered space to counterarguments, American living newspapers 
nonetheless offered a distinct point of view. Triple-A argued against the Supreme 
Court’s intervention into agricultural aid programs; Power made a case for public 
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ownership of utilities; Spirochete championed blood tests as a way to control syphi-
lis. One Third of a Nation made a passionate case for more public housing, quoting 
directly from the congressional debates that limited the scope of a new housing bill. 
Lest anyone miss the message of the performance, it concluded with the impas-
sioned cry from the common man, in this case a woman named Mrs. Buttonkooper: 
“We want a decent place to live in! I want a place that’s clean and fi t for a man and 
woman and kid! Can you hear me—you in Washington or Albany or wherever you 
are! Give me a decent place to live in! Give me a home! A home!”87 

In the public comments that some theaters gathered, it was clear that audience 
members understood that they had been party to an educational campaign. Reactions 
to Power in San Francisco were typical. Some viewers were excited by the perfor-
mance: “Every consumer of electricity should see it,” wrote one. However, there 
were also many negative comments: “More comedy please”; “Seemed like a lecture 
or a class in evening school”; “Over simplifi ed presentation of facts”; “Savored too 
much of a communistic agitation.” The longest comment read: “FTP should not put 
on plays that make the people discontented, especially when the majority will do 
nothing about it anyway.”88

While living newspapers comprised a very small part of the Federal Theatre 
Project’s offerings, they were by far the most visible. Theater critics were interested 
in their innovative style. Liberal and conservative newspapers paid careful attention 
because the performances took on controversial issues. Audiences were fascinated 
by presentations that spoke to some of their problems. As a result, living newspapers 
proved to be one of the project’s most popular offerings. In New York, Triple-A 
Plowed Under played to capacity crowds with two performances a night. It proved 
so popular that its run was extended.89 One viewer commented, “The play, as short 
as it is, moves swiftly, and is so convincing that some of the scenes might just as 
well be a television projection [!] of an incident occurring somewhere in America 
the very moment you are sitting in the theatre. . . . There is no ‘acting’ on the part of 
the individuals on the stage. Everything moves collectively, and instead of ‘acting’ 
you witness a vivid accounting of historical facts by groups of performers.”90

The Old and the New
What traces of the Soviet living newspapers can we see in their American name-

sakes? Both were modernist forms. They dealt with issues in fragments, requiring 
that the audience take some responsibility to put the fragments together. Promoters 
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were fascinated by new technologies, especially fi lm. Flanagan called American 
living newspapers “a terse, cinematic, hard-hitting dramatic form.”91 Press reports 
often referred to American living newspapers as “dramatized newsreels.”92  On the 
Soviet side, Blue Blouse advocates insisted that their work be performed at a fast 
tempo, so that the audience would view it like they would a fi lm.93 Creators rejected 
realistic staging techniques and played with more abstract forms—from oversized, 
simple props (pencils, stars, milk bottles) to documentary photographs projected 
onto screens. 

In the Soviet Union, these experiments in staging had emerged in part from 
poverty; most living newspaper troupes did not have the resources for elaborate 
costumes or sets. In the United States, Flanagan felt that scenic experimentation 
was part of the mission of living newspapers. In a general statement on how to con-
struct a living newspaper, members of the New York offi ce stressed that the form 
was more suitable for stylization than realism.94 Flanagan vehemently protested 
against the realistic set designs for the living newspaper Power, reminding the New 
York director that “we decided to use nothing except projections in an attempt to 
make a real contribution in stage craft. I felt that whether projection succeeded or 
failed, it was worth our while to try it.” She was angry when the production took a 
more conventional turn. “The vistas of great machines have disappeared. Instead 
of starting with a waterfall, we start with a stage completely jammed with realistic 
properties.”95

To bolster their persuasive power, Soviet and American scripts were heavily 
weighted with facts and fi gures. This kind of documentary evidence was usually 
presented in posters or projections behind the actors, but performers were sometimes 
required to spout statistics for the audience.96 While Soviet scripts rarely provided 
sources for their information, American living newspapers included bibliographies 
and even footnotes! Theater programs sometimes included bibliographies as well.97 
Flanagan maintained that the American form gave evidence to what she called “the 
entertainment value of fact” a phrase that evokes the sentiments of Soviet factog-
raphers.98 

In both the American and the Soviet versions, individuals were less important 
than types. American living newspapers were peppered with characters called “the 
farmer,” “the housewife,” and “the banker,” just as Soviet scripts had their “Komso-
mol girl,” “young worker,” and “priest.” Players sometimes wore masks or performed 
behind scrims to further efface their individuality. Thus no “stars” emerged from liv-
ing newspaper performances, an intended consequence of their structure. In Russia, 
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there were rarely printed programs, so the actors’ names were not offi cially known. 
In the American version, living newspapers often had hundreds of different parts, 
requiring actors to play many different characters in the course of one performance. 
Samuel Bonnell, a character actor employed in many Federal Theatre Project ven-
tures, played fi ve different roles in the New York version of One Third of a Nation.99 
Some of the participating actors were alienated by this approach, complaining that 
living newspapers had no plot, story line, or character development.100

Scripts in both the United States and the Soviet Union were considered rough 
drafts that could be changed to meet local circumstances. Soviet authors called 
their published texts “skeletons”—literally, the bare bones of a story intended to be 
altered by the performers. Moreover, local groups had to write their own material 
when they examined the problems or accomplishments of their local factory, union, 
or club. “The living newspaper is a local organ, designed to nourish local appetites,” 
read one Blue Blouse manifesto.101 

The American version was not as fl exible, but here too there was no “fi nal 
script.”  One Third of a Nation, an exposé on slum housing, traveled from New York 
around the country. In each new locale, the script was altered to refl ect local hous-
ing problems. In Detroit, for example, the director inserted pictures of local slums 
and boulevards as well as excerpts from speeches by the mayor and the Michigan 
governor.102  The living newspaper Power dramatized the national debate over the 
public ownership of utilities. Since the legality of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
was still being debated in the courts, the conclusion was changed to keep up with 
the legal controversy. When this work was staged in Seattle, the mayor used it to 
help fi ght for the city to assume control of the electrical lines. The production took 
place during what the mayor heralded as “Power Week” in the city. The local direc-
tors cooperated with the city-owned power company, which was involved in a battle 
with a private concern. 103  The Seattle Federal Theatre even sent out publicity for 
the performances that looked like a power bill, further underscoring its ties to local 
politics.104  

The most obvious formal similarity to Soviet living newspapers was the role 
of the narrator, a character that initially even bore the same name: loud speaker. 
Eventually this fi gure came to be called the Voice of the Living Newspaper in 
American scripts and had the task of tying disparate sections of the performance 
together. In the Soviet Union, this role was usually improvised, since Blue-Blouse-
style performances could vary considerably from one venue to the next. By contrast, 
the narrator’s part was carefully scripted in the Federal Theatre Project, sometimes 
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becoming the focal point of the performance. Sometimes the Voice of the Living 
Newspaper functioned as an outside observer commenting on the events depicted on 
stage; in other scripts it appeared as yet another character who assumed no special 
knowledge of the work as a whole. Since many American living newspapers exam-
ined a broad historical sweep, moving backward and forward in time, the narrator 
provided useful cues to alert the audience to the changes.105

Despite these many similarities, American living newspapers developed distinc-
tive characteristics that set them apart from their Soviet predecessors. What had made 
the genre popular in the Soviet Union was its embrace by amateur theater circles, 
which used Blue Blouse scripts as a starting point for their own local versions. By 
contrast, the Federal Theatre Project was designed to support professional theater. 
In the United States, this genre did not inspire wide emulation among amateurs. 
One famous exception was a living newspaper staged at Flint Auto Plant during the 
sit-down strike of 1935, but this effort was overseen by FTP workers, including the 
head of the Living Newspaper Division, Morris Watson.106 The left-leaning New 
Theatre League reported a few of its local affi liates using the living newspaper tech-
nique after the FTP disbanded.107 However, these spin-offs were modest, especially 
considering that Flanagan sent out fl iers and instruction sheets to many colleges and 
community theaters across the country, hoping that the form would become the basis 
for a new, civic-minded local theater.108 

Another striking difference was that the most successful American living 
newspapers abandoned any attempt to reproduce the structure of the newspaper 
itself. There were no marching headlines, no letters to the editor, and no treatment 
of a wide range of topics plucked directly from the front page. This stylistic varia-
tion is in large part explained by the unique political pressures brought to bear on 
the Federal Theatre Project. While newspaper reporters on the project continually 
lobbied to make living newspapers more like print newspapers, with full coverage 
of the news, Flanagan refused. “Since we are unable, because of the relationship of 
the United States with other nations, to show upon any of our stages any dignitary 
of any foreign country, we have never felt that we could make anything like a com-
prehensive dramatization of current events.”109 

Instead of offering a wide range of issues, American living newspapers turned 
toward a panoramic, historical presentation of a single theme. In the words of chief 
writer Arthur Arent, they were the dramatization of a problem, not of a news event.110 
Injunction Granted opened with the Luddites in seventeenth-century England; One 
Third of a Nation started with confl icts over land acquisition in colonial New York; 
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Power traced the fi rst experiments to capture electricity; and Spirochete delved into 
the spread of syphilis from Europe to the Americas through colonialism. Numer-
ous manuscripts of living newspapers that never reached the stage follow the same 
format; for example, an investigation of American race relations went back to the 
African slave trade.111

The massive documentation apparatus of the American living newspaper was 
also quite distinct from the Soviet version. By providing extensive documentation, 
American writers hoped that they would avoid the charge of partisanship. So read 
one theater program: “More thorough than a lawyer preparing a brief, research 
workers of the Federal Writers’ Project, gathering facts and fi gures for the Phila-
delphia version of ‘One Third of a Nation’ left little to the imagination of the script 
writers.”112 In her defense of living newspapers, Flanagan continually underscored 
that the accuracy of the material. “I think it is rather a remarkable fact,” she asserted 
before congressional investigators, “that in the three years of the existence of the 
Living Newspaper not one allegation has been made that the news were [sic] untrue. 
Nobody has ever proved that we have ever misquoted a person.”113 

The portability of the Soviet version, light on costumes and staging, disap-
peared in the United States. The costumes in Injunction Granted included accurate 
representations of clothing in seventeenth-century England, continuing with period 
clothing up to the 1930s. Sets could be very elaborate. In New York, the set of One 
Third of a Nation re-created the cross-section of a tenement building. This refl ects 
the contrasting purpose of the two national forms. In the Soviet Union, living 
newspapers were designed to inform audiences about current events as cheaply 
and quickly as possible; in the United States they aimed to put all theater people—
including scenarists, carpenters, and costume designers—back to work. Flanagan 
realized that the elaborate costumes and sets limited the potential popularity of the 
living newspaper, and she lobbied the New York staff to fi nd ways to make the 
U.S. version more portable by coming up with shorter scripts and simpler props.114 
Indeed, just before the FTP shut down, the New York bureau had begun work on a 
traveling living newspaper unit.

Yet these major differences did not conceal the fact that both the American 
and Soviet living newspapers had similar didactic goals. Both were designed to 
educate audiences about how to behave as citizens, even if their models of citizen-
ship were not the same. The Soviet version instructed viewers to be loyal, punctual, 
sober, clean, and energetic. They presented the most recent permutations of offi cial 
policy, informing audiences about their responsibilities to help the government 
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and to oppose those who tried to stand in the way.  Viewers were advised to heed 
government directives and to recognize their enemies, both domestic and foreign. 
Ideally, audiences were being educated while they were also entertained. Despite 
the sometimes satirical content of performances, writers and actors intended their 
work to be viewed as advocacy statements for the new Soviet state. Soviet creators 
proudly called their works an innovative form of political propaganda. 

Since political power in the United States was fragmented, American living 
newspapers had a more complicated relationship to the state. They sometimes took 
the part of local governments against central authority or championed the prin-
ciples of one arm of the federal government over another. One consistent theme, 
however, was that ordinary citizens needed to become involved in government and 
learn how to protect their rights. Flanagan contended that living newspapers were 
tools to foster political participation within the democratic system. In reference to 
Power, for example, she insisted that its dramatic tension involved “the struggle of 
the average citizen to understand the natural, social and economic forces around 
him, and to achieve through these forces, a better life for more people.”115 All the 
living newspapers encouraged citizen involvement in political life. The characters, 
both real and imaginary, asked questions, wrote their congressmen, appeared before 
government agencies, and made their complaints public. 

The overt political and didactic goals of American living newspapers sparked 
outrage from those who did not agree with their conclusions. No other offering 
from the Federal Theatre Project was followed so closely in the press. Political 
reporters evaluated them carefully, and conservative newspapers were particularly 
upset with their content. When Triple-A Plowed Under premiered, for example, it 
caused a huge uproar because it included a very small part for a character playing 
Earl Browder, the current head of the CPUSA. The character spoke lines taken 
from actual speeches Browder had given criticizing the Supreme Court’s decision 
to declare the agriculture aid bill unconstitutional.116 This sparked loud protests: “A 
Thrilling Drama (You Pay for It) Starring Earl Browder of Moscow” ran one highly 
exaggerated New York headline.117  Other critics believed that living newspapers were 
nothing but propaganda for the Roosevelt administration. “Is a Federally endowed 
enterprise within its rights in propagandizing for the Administration in power? . . . 
Has it the right to champion the AAA and oppose the Supreme Court and argue for 
the curtailment of court power?” This author concluded, “One wonders if it should 
not be called a ‘Living Editorial’ for the Administration (with some Communism 
thrown in).”118 
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The High Cost of Borrowing
The charge of communist infl uence hounded American living newspapers, 

undermining the viability of the Federal Theatre Project. In the summer of 1938, the 
newly formed House Committee on Un-American Activities turned its attention to 
government-funded arts programs. Even before the hearings began, one key member 
of the committee, J. Parnell Thomas of New Jersey, announced to the press that he 
believed the theater project promulgated communist propaganda.119 The hearings 
provided an eerie foreshadowing of the more serious interrogations that were to 
come after World War Two. Hardly balanced in their approach, committee members 
called in a large number of critics, all of whom purported to show that the project 
was dominated from top—beginning with Flanagan—to bottom with communists. 
Flanagan and her superior, Ellen Woodward, were the only defenders. In the course 
of the hearings, hostile witnesses questioned every aspect of the project, from its 
staffi ng to its repertoire.  

The most lengthy and damning testimony came from a low-level mail clerk and 
anticommunist named Hazel Huffman, who had done extensive research purporting 
to show that the Federal Theatre Project operated as a branch of the Communist 
Party. She produced a detailed account of Flanagan’s career, giving her trips to Russia 
and her publications about Russian theater a sinister spin. “I can prove Mrs. Flana-
gan was an active participant in Communistic activity, and that her Communistic 
sympathies, tendencies, and methods of organization are being used in the Federal 
Theater Project at the present time.” 120 Among her charges was that Flanagan had 
chosen to call the fi ctitious radio station in her college play, Can You Hear Their 
Voices, “WGPU” in homage to the Soviet secret police, the OGPU.121

Although they were not the only villains, living newspapers had a starring 
role in these hearings as a particularly evil example of propagandistic theater. The 
Soviet heritage of living newspapers was never explicitly discussed, but they were 
nonetheless implicated as a communist form. When asked if the Living Newspaper 
Division put on propaganda plays for the Communist Party or the Soviet Union, 
one Federal Theatre supervisor replied: “That is the only thing they look for.” For 
this witness, the experimental nature of the project made it suspect. “They do not 
try to put on a drama; they do not try to put on a comic; they do not try to put on a 
classic; they simply look for plays that are propaganda, and that is why they have 
such a large force of research workers.”122 Other witnesses and committee members 
condemned the genre for undermining democratic principles and showing disrespect 
for elected government offi cials. Even their fl exible form was suspect because, as 
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Huffman warned, scripts could be changed in nefarious ways right up until the last 
minute.123 

When Flanagan appeared before the committee, she had already been widely 
denounced in the conservative press as a “WPA Red.”124 Although she tried to turn 
the conversation toward the accomplishments of the Federal Theatre Project as a 
whole, she was quickly drawn into a defensive stance. Congressmen asked about 
her trips to the Soviet Union and her publications on workers’ theater. When they 
turned to the repertoire of the FTP, the congressmen directed their ire against living 
newspapers in particular. The chosen topics for living newspapers showed leftist 
leanings, they claimed, by advocating increased government infl uence at all levels of 
national activity. The performances mocked the ideas and achievements of individual 
government leaders; even worse, they accomplished this with taxpayers’ dollars.

Flanagan brushed aside charges about her political beliefs, fl atly denying being 
a communist or facilitating communist activity in the project.125 Although the charges 
against her were certainly exaggerated, her public arguments were not completely 
honest. She drew a sharp line between herself and the Soviet Union. Choosing 
her words carefully, she offered the congressmen an aesthetic interpretation of her 
interest in Russia. The dynamism of Russian theater, she argued, was a function of 
the Russian temperament, not the Soviet regime. “There are many more theaters in 
Russia than there are in other countries. . . . The Russians, if we are to go into this 
discourse here, are a very gifted people. They are temperamentally equipped for the 
stage. They have had a long and an exciting history of theatrical development. And 
I found a great variety of Russian productions extremely interesting.”126 

In other words, Flanagan insisted on her legitimate interest in the Soviet Union 
as a theatrical expert and artist, not a political advocate. When Starnes asked if she 
had found Russian theater more interesting than that in other countries, she replied: 
“Yes, I did fi nd that. And I think that opinion would be borne out by any dramatic 
critic that you cared to call to this chair.”127 Nonetheless, she insisted that profes-
sional interest in Russia in no way compromised her work in the United States. 
“I have maintained consistently that we are starting an American theatre, which 
must be founded on American principles, which has nothing to do with the Russian 
theater.”128

When she turned to living newspapers, Flanagan presented the genre as a unique 
method to tackle the most pressing issues of the day: “I think that plays dealing 
with real problems facing all of us as Americans today may be one phase of the 
work that the Federal Theatre should do.”129 She repeated a claim made by many 
living newspaper advocates across the country that the inclusion of accurate facts 
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in performances somehow precluded political bias. Many voices were represented 
in the productions, she claimed, and moreover the individuals portrayed actually 
had uttered the words spoken on stage. By presenting many different points of view, 
the performances rose above advocacy statements for a single argument. When 
one congressman complained about the depiction of the New Jersey legislature in 
Injunction Granted, she responded that had he sent in a letter of complaint at the 
time, they would have included it in the script.130 

Flanagan’s interrogators rejected the core of this argument. While the works 
might contain different voices, they were nonetheless pro-leftist propaganda. They 
believed that the purpose of living newspapers was self-evident: to make a case for 
government ownership of utilities, state intervention in the housing market, union 
rights, and other controversial topics on the New Deal agenda. When faced with this 
challenge, Flanagan tried another tack. If living newspapers were to be branded as 
some kind of “propaganda,” then they argued for issues that everyone should sup-
port: “I should say very truthfully that to the best of my knowledge we have never 
done a play which was propaganda for communism, but we have done plays which 
were propaganda for democracy.” When questioned further, she called One Third of 
a Nation propaganda for fair housing, Power propaganda for a better understanding 
of the scientifi c meaning of electricity and its fair use, and Injunction Granted as 
propaganda for fair labor relations.131 In her written statements, which she was not 
allowed to present before the committee, Flanagan amplifi ed this approach. “Not 
one of the Living Newspapers in any way advocates the overthrow of the United 
States Government or any of its agencies. Every one is based on a passionate belief 
in democracy, on the desire to keep this county a democracy and to make it a better 
place for more people.”132

Despite Flanagan’s spirited defense, she did not change any minds. The con-
gressmen were not interested in her appeals to expert opinion, nor in the lengthy 
document her offi ce had prepared to refute charges made against the program. They 
were not at all persuaded by her efforts to equate the accuracy of living newspapers 
with impartiality. For HUAC members, the issue was simple. The Federal Theatre 
Project should not be using state funds to criticize state offi cials, argue for partisan 
causes, or offend the audience. “Do you not also think that since the Federal Theatre 
Project is an agency of the Government and that all of our people support it through 
their tax money,” asked Dies rhetorically, “. . . that no play should ever be produced 
which undertakes to portray the interests of one class to the disadvantage of another 
class, even though that might be accurate?”133 For him the factual basis of living 
newspapers was beside the point. 
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The HUAC hearings marked the beginning of the end for the Federal Theatre 
Project. In congressional debates a year later, it was targeted both for its political 
irregularity and its poor management of government funds.134 The project fi nally 
closed its doors in 1939. In the course of a few years, the living newspaper died 
as well. Flanagan never lost interest in the genre, and her correspondence shows 
scattered attempts to revive it over the years, including one wartime script from the 
Treasury Department designed to promote public interest in war bonds. However, 
hers was an increasingly solitary pursuit.135 

Why did the living newspaper die together with the Federal Theatre? The 
interesting case of Medicine Show, written by the Living Newspaper Division but 
opening on a Broadway stage, can offer one answer to this question. When the 
project shut its doors, the script for Medicine Show had been in the works for over 
a year and a half, occupying researchers, fact checkers, newspaper writers, and 
playwrights.136  No single theater, let alone an individual playwright, could muster 
similar resources. When it opened as a privately funded venture at the New Yorker 
Theatre, New York critics gave the work excellent reviews. Although it had been 
pared down considerably from the massive production originally envisioned, the 
(still) large cast and elaborate set were expensive and required consistently large 
audiences to generate revenue. Without the low-priced tickets offered by the Federal 
Theatre Project, it could not draw in large crowds. After only a few weeks the play 
closed, unable to pay the bills.137 

The genre also did not catch on in independent regional theaters, where actors 
sometimes worked for free. The left-leaning stages affi liated with the New Theatre 
League, an outgrowth of the workers’ theater movement, made some attempts to 
follow the FTP’s living newspaper format. After the Federal Theatre closed, the 
league actively encouraged its local affi liates to perform excerpts from Federal 
Theatre scripts, and some complied. The Dallas New Theatre, for example, wrote 
its own version of One Third of a Nation, called Sticks and Stones, to contribute to 
a local debate on housing conditions.138 The national offi ces in New York, which 
sponsored a theater school, generated many plans for new scripts, but none of these 
proposals ever came to fruition.139 Once the United States went to war the New 
Theatre League dissolved, and with it any focused effort to continue the American 
living newspaper.140

But perhaps we ask the wrong question when we consider why the American 
living newspaper did not survive the 1930s. Flanagan and the living newspaper staff 
designed this form to fi t the crisis of the Great Depression. All the WPA arts projects 
were fi rst and foremost methods to generate employment, although the directors and 
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participants had broader goals. The living newspaper, with its teams of researchers, 
fact checkers, reporters, and playwrights—not to mention actors, stagehands, and 
designers—was an employment engine par excellence. The FTP could offer cheap 
seats and cheap advertising; controversial coverage in the press generated even more 
interest. All these advantages disappeared with the end of government funding. 
Like their Soviet namesakes, American living newspapers lived—and died—at the 
pleasure of their state sponsor.

During the 1930s those who borrowed from Moscow paid a high price for their 
inspiration, becoming easy targets for opponents of the New Deal. In essence, HUAC 
members and their allies contended that Soviet imports, however “arty” or innova-
tive, could not be Americanized. By their very origins, they threatened American 
democracy. Although Flanagan offered an eloquent defense of the Federal Theatre 
Project, her trips to Russia served as damning evidence against the program.  Pro-
ponents for socialized medicine and public housing faced similar objections, their 
proposals immediately tarred as “un-American.”141 

In all its many manifestations, the living newspaper was a didactic form. 
Practitioners hoped to address new audiences and use their performances to change 
viewers’ hearts, minds, and actions. The activist agenda of the living newspaper 
exposed it to criticism at all stages of its development. Who got to decide how 
to best to shape political behavior? What models of citizenship did performances 
avow? In the United States, these were explosive questions since taxpayers were 
paying the bills. Flanagan might have sidestepped controversy by refusing to deal 
with contemporary problems. Instead, she insisted that part of a Federal Theatre’s 
responsibility was to address problems no one else had the will or funding to ad-
dress. For this reason, many regional project directors blamed her for undermining 
the Federal Theatre Project as a whole.142 

For all the differences between American and Soviet living newspapers, there 
are striking parallels in their demise. Both ended under a political cloud, tainted by 
charges of suspect loyalties and foreign infl uence. By the 1930s, Soviet government 
agencies found improvised forms too diffi cult to control. Satire itself became sus-
pect, since the Stalinist regime felt that enemies were so ubiquitous and dangerous 
they could not be undermined through laughter alone. As a product of avant-garde 
experimentation in the age of socialist realism, living newspapers were vulnerable 
to the charge of Western-inspired “formalism.” 

In a similar fashion, American living newspapers could not shake off their 
radical reputation. Despite the fact that they had departed signifi cantly from their 
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Soviet roots, Americanized by the unique circumstances of their transplanting, they 
still gained the label of a foreign import, this time as a conduit for un-American 
(read Soviet) ideas.  Designed to facilitate political and social change, living news-
papers in both countries offended their political overseers. Both ended when their 
sponsoring governments decided to cut support for this inventive—and potentially 
subversive—theatrical experiment.
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